Picture Me Gone
Meg Rosoff
YA ROSOFF
Mila travels with her father to
upstate New York to visit friends
and family, who may provide clues
to the whereabouts of her father's
missing best friend
Asylum
Madeleine Roux
YA ROUX
Three teens at a summer program
for gifted students uncover shocking secrets that link them to their
sanatorium-turned-dorm’s dark
past. First in the Asylum series.
Marina
Carlos Ruiz Zafón
YA RUIZ ZAFON
When boarding-school student
Oscar meets Marina, she
promises him a mystery. She takes
him to a secret graveyard deep in
Barcelona, where they witness a
woman in black lay a single rose
atop a gravestone. Their curiosity
about the women and the grave
leads them down a dark path.
All Those Broken Angels
Peter Adam Salomon
PB YA SALOMON
Haunted by the shadow of his
best friend, Melanie, since her
disappearance and presumed
death ten years ago, Richard, now
sixteen, is completely unprepared
when a new classmate, Melanie,
arrives at his high school
claiming to be that same friend.
Who Done It?
Jon Scieszka
YA SCIESZKA
When over eighty prominent
authors learn they are suspects
in the murder of despicable book
editor Herman Mildew, they
provide less-than-credible alibis.
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She is Not Invisible
Marcus Sedgwick
YA SEDGWICK
A blind London teenager and her
younger brother travel to New
York to find their missing father,
using clues from his notebook.

for Teens

The Perfectionists
Sara Shepard
YA SHEPARD
Ava, Caitlin, Mackenzie, Julie,
and Parker discover that they all
hate the same person: handsome
womanizer Nolan, who's done
things to hurt each of them. When
Nolan turns up dead in the exact
way they'd discussed, the girls
suddenly become prime suspects
in his murder. Also by this author:
the Pretty Little Liars series.

The Case of the Team Spirit
John Allison
YA GRAPHIC BOOK ALLISON
Six teens navigate the treacherous
waters of school while diving
into the whirlpool of mysteries
that swirls around their peculiar
English town of Tackleford. First
in the Bad Machinery series.
The Naturals
Jennifer Lynn Barnes
YA BARNES
Cassie, who has a natural ability to
read people, joins an elite group of
criminal profilers at the FBI in
order to help solve cold cases.
Sequel: Killer Instinct.

The Secrets of Lily Graves
Sarah Strohmeyer
PB YA STROHMEYER
Descended from a long line of
female morticians, Lily Graves
knows all about buried secrets.
After senior-class president
Erin Donohue turns up dead,
Lily believes it's her job to find
the culprit.

The Diviners
Libba Bray
YA BRAY
Evie is thrilled when she is
exiled from small-town Ohio
to New York City in 1926, even
when a rash of occult-based
murders thrusts Evie into the
thick of the investigation.

The Book of Blood and Shadow
Robin Wasserman
YA WASSERMAN
While working on a project
translating letters from sixteenthcentury Prague, Nora discovers
her best friend murdered with
her boyfriend the apparent killer.
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Blackbird
Anna Carey
YA CAREY
A girl wakes up on the Los Angeles
subway tracks with no memory of
who she is or how she got there.
One thing she does know is that
people are trying to kill her, and
she must race to uncover her past
and outwit her hunters before it's
too late.

Top Ten Clues You’re Clueless
Liz Czukas
PB YA CZUKAS
Money goes missing from a
donation box at GoodFoods
Market on Christmans Eve, and
Chloe and five of her co-workers,
held in the break room until the
police arrive, try to identify the
real thief.
Paper Towns
John Green
YA GREEN
One month before graduating
from high school, Quentin basks
in the predictable boringness of
his life, until the beautiful and
exciting Margo takes him on a
midnight adventure and then
mysteriously disappears.
The Unfinished Life of
Addison Stone
Adele Griffin
YA GRIFFIN
When a celebrated New York
teenager, known for her
subversive street art, dies
mysteriously, her life is
examined in a series of
interviews.
The Girl is Murder
Kathryn Miller Haines
YA HAINES
In 1942 New York City, Iris
grieves for her mother who
committed suicide, while
secretly helping her father
with his detective business.
Sequel: The Girl is Trouble.
No One Else Can Have You
Kathleen Hale
YA HALE
As Kippy of Friendship, WI, reads
her best friend Ruth's diary, she is
shocked at what she learns and is
spurred to solve Ruth's murder.

The Conspiracy of Us
Maggie Hall
YA HALL
When Avery learns her family is part
of a powerful and dangerous secret
society and that her own life is in
danger, she follows clues across Europe seeking the truth.

About That Night
Norah McClintock
PB YA MCCLINTOCK
Right before Jordie plans to
break up with her boyfriend
Derek, he disappears, and
Jordie must uncover the truth
before she is pinned for the crime.

The Body in the Woods
April Henry
YA HENRY
While helping the Portland County
Sheriff's Search and Rescue find a
missing autistic man, teens Alexis,
Nick, and Ruby find a body and join
forces to find the girl's murderer.

Confessions of a
Murder Suspect
James Patterson
YA PATTERSON
Tandy Angel is, along with her
brothers, a suspect in their
parents' murder, and must do
whatever she can to clear her
family’s name of the charges.
First in the Confessions series.

Skink No Surrender
Carl Hiaasen
YA HIAASEN
To avoid going to boarding school,
Richard’s cousin Malley takes off
with a guy she met online. Richard
enlists Wild Skink, the one-eyed
ex-governor of Florida, to track
Malley down, and the unlikely
pair scours the state undaunted
by blinding storms, crazed pigs,
flying bullets, and giant gators.
Paper Daughter
Jeanette Ingold
YA INGOLD
When her father is killed in
a hit-and-run accident, Maggie
Chen searches for clues to the
mysterious circumstances
surrounding his death.
Dancer, Daughter, Traitor, Spy
Elizabeth Kiem
YA KIEM
After defecting to the United States
in 1982, Russian teenager Marya
and her father settle in Brooklyn,
where she is drawn into a web of
intrigue following her mother’s
disappearance. Sequel: Hider,
Seeker, Secret Keeper.

Ripper
Stefan Petrucha
YA PETRUCHA
Adopted by a famous Pinkerton
Detective in 1895 New York,
Carver becomes involved in the
pursuit of notorious killer Jack
the Ripper.
Miss Peregrine’s Home for
Peculiar Children
Ransom Riggs
YA RIGGS
After a family tragedy, Jacob
explores an abandoned orphanage
on an island off the coast of
Wales, and discovers disturbing
facts about the children who
were kept there. First in the Miss
Peregrine series.
Jackaby
William R. Ritter
YA RITTER
Newly arrived in 1892 New
England, Abigail becomes the
assistant of R.F. Jackaby, an
investigator of the unexplained
with the ability to see
supernatural beings.

